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WHY MIGHT A PERSON 
WANT TO KEEP THEIR 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
DISABILITY BENEFITS?

Background



 It can be challenging to get Social Security benefits and it usually 
takes a long time using up a lot of a person’s resources (financial, 
physical, and emotional). 

 Once a person gets approved, the benefits are consistent income 
and are often viewed as financial security. 

 Unfortunately, the truth is that benefits often represent 
guaranteed poverty.

Background



 Frequently beneficiaries will refuse to earn more than the level of 
Substantial Gainful Activity ($1,130/month in gross earnings for 
non-blind beneficiaries and $1,820/month gross for blind 
beneficiaries) in order to maintain their benefits.

 Misconceptions about benefits and how to utilize the protections 
in place for benefits (like work incentives) often keep people from 
maximizing their earnings potential.

Background



WHY MIGHT A PERSON 
WANT TO LET GO OF THEIR 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
DISABILITY BENEFITS?

Background



 Sometimes a person working with a beneficiary (job 

coach, case manager, family member, etc.) can be 

hesitant to start discussions about SSA benefits.

 Sometimes it’s because they are also scared about what 

happens if the beneficiary loses their benefits.

How do I Talk about Benefits and Work?



 Often people avoid conversations about employment 

with beneficiaries because they feel out of their depth 

when talking about Social Security benefits.

 So how do you confidently have conversations to 

help encourage people to maximize their earnings 

potential?

How do I Talk about Benefits and Work?



 You do not need to be the expert!

 There are people who are experts in ALL of this complex 

information and who have many years of technical 

experience

 You do need to know how VALUABLE this information 

is to beneficiaries!

 It is critical for individuals to receive accurate and detailed 

information in order to make informed employment 

choices.

Helpful Tips When Talking about Benefits and Work



 You do need to educate people about available 

resources!

 Knowledge can reduce fear, especially if it comes from 

good accurate resources that break down information.

 You do need to know about the variety of useful tools 

and resources that can be passed on to beneficiaries 

and their families!

 There are many useful tools and resources available on a 

wide variety of topics.

Helpful Tips When Talking about Benefits and Work



 You do not need to know how to assist someone in 

applying for benefits or in utilizing the various work 

incentives.

 There are many organizations that offer support services 

to help beneficiaries! Offering direction to a qualified 

resource is just as appreciated.

Helpful Tips When Talking about Benefits and Work



 The most important thing to do when starting a 

conversation about work and benefits is to begin at 

the beneficiary’s comfort level!

 The “Traffic Light Method” is an easy way to 

determine your approach when talking to a 

beneficiary.

Starting the Conversation



 The “Traffic Light Method” groups people into three 

loose groups: 

 Green Light 

 Yellow Light 

 Red Light 

Starting the Conversation



 Green people are often highly motivated to work and earn as 
much as they can.  

 They don’t care whether they’ll lose cash benefits.  Some of 
them actually WANT to lose these benefits.  

 They value their independence, often mistrust government, 
prefer not to accept “charity,” or simply want to regain a 
better standard of living than Social Security checks provide.

 They are often willing to work full-time and lose Title II 
checks, even if their income would be higher if they earned 
below SGA and kept Title II.

Green (Go) People
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 Yellow people want to work and increase their incomes, 
but don’t want to risk benefits they’ve come to rely on.

 They may be willing to consider losing some benefits 
(more likely in the future than right away), but want to 
know the safety nets they have available.

Yellow (Cautious) People



 Yellow people want to know:

 That they’ll be much better off financially if they lose cash 
benefits than if they keep them (they want their incomes to 
be higher than if they kept their earnings under SGA and 
kept cash benefits)

 How they can get cash benefits back again if they stop 
work or their earnings drop

 How they can keep medical benefits while working, even if 
they lose cash benefits

Yellow (Cautious) People



 Red people don’t take chances with their benefits.

 Many are unwilling to work at all for fear they’ll lose 
something, regardless of the rules.  

 They often believe that even if a benefit is reduced (rather 
than cut off) they’ll be on a fast and slippery slope to 
homelessness or something worse.

Red (Stop!) People
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 They’ve often heard horror stories about people losing 
essential benefits when they went to work, having 
huge overpayments, etc.  They need to see GOOD 
THINGS happen to them to help overcome their fears.

Red (Stop!) People
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How should you approach each of 
these groups of people to help 
them maximize their earnings 

potential?

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For Go! People:

1) Don’t shy away from conversations about losing 
benefits—these people want to move forward!

2) Encourage benefits counseling from the start to 
ensure that they have adequate information 
BEFORE they act on their goals!

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For Go! People:

Encourage them to pursue Ticket to Work right away 

so that they can take advantage of protection from 

Continuing Disability Reviews (CDRs or Medical 

Reviews) while they work their way off of benefits!

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For Cautious People
1) Focus on work incentives!! Here are some important ones to 
consider: 

1) 1619(b) 

2) Impairment Related Work Expenses

3) Subsidies/Special Conditions

4) Extended Period of Medicare Coverage

2) Carefully listen to their concerns! Remember that most people have 
had legitimate reasons to be concerned about SSA due to bad 
experiences.

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For Cautious People

3) At first, you may need to focus on how to keep earnings below at a 
level that won’t jeopardize benefits.

4) Later, consider how high earnings would need to be to make net 
income higher if Title II was lost.  If the person works part-time, see 
how high earnings would be if they worked full-time at the same hourly 
rate.

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For Cautious People

Utilize the protection provided by Ticket to Work to 
remind people that working toward independence 

from SSA benefits will help them meet Ticket’s 
“timely progress” requirements and can actually help 

protect benefits by preventing CDR’s.

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For STOP! People

BEGIN WITH BENEFITS 
COUNSELING!

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For STOP! People

1. It may be a challenge to persuade a STOP! person to work at all.

2. Initially, focus on only a few work incentives that would provide 
protection and increased income or reduced costs.  For example, 
show that earnings below SGA will not affect Title II at all.

3. Red people need to be won over. (This helps with yellow and 
green people, too.)  They need you to show them that good 
things will result for them from work incentives.  

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



For STOP! People

4. Peer Support: consider connecting the beneficiary or family 
with someone else who had similar fears, but went to work 
and used work incentives successfully.

5. If the person’s fears begin to ease enough, move to strategies 
for cautious people.

Color-Coordinated Benefits  Counseling



 Work Incentives Planning and Assistance programs 

provide free benefits counseling to eligible 

individuals.

 Some Vocational Rehabilitation programs fund 

benefits counseling—ask for a referral.

 An Employment Network through Ticket to Work 

might also provide benefits counseling.

Resources: Where to Find Benefits Counseling



Time to Practice!


